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Optical qubit by conditional interferometry
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We suggest a method to prepare any chosen superpositiona0u0&1a1u1& of the vacuum and one-photon
states. The method is based on a conditional double interferometer fed by a one-photon state and a coherent
state. The scheme involves only linear optical elements and avalanche photodetectors, and therefore it should
be realizable with current technology. A realistic description of the triggering photodetectors is employed, i.e.,
we assume that they can only check, with a certain efficiency, whether or not any photon is present. We discuss
two working regimes, and show that output states with fidelity arbitrarily close to unit may be obtained, with
nonvanishing conditional probability, also for low quantum efficiency at the photodetectors.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Bz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past two decades have witnessed a substantial d
opment in quantum engineering and measurement of li
Several kinds of nonclassical states of light can now be g
erated, and their quantum properties can be fully charac
ized by accessible measurement schemes@1,2#. Besides fun-
damental interest, nonclassical states also find applicati
as, for example, the use of number states in quantum c
munication channels, and of squeezed light in high-precis
gyroscopes and interferometers. More recently, the quan
engineering of light received new attention, which is main
motivated by the potential improvement offered by quant
mechanics to the manipulation and the transmission of in
mation@3#. Indeed, phenomena such as teleportation@4# and
quantum dense coding@5# found their first implementation in
the quantum optical domain.

Photons do not interact, and this feature is very useful
the transmission of information without signal degradatio
Indeed, the typical figures for losses in optical fibers
below 0.3 dB/Km. On the other hand, the same character
poses limitations to the manipulation of the quantum inf
mation encoded into a quantum state of light. Photon-pho
interactions needed for computation, in fact, take place o
in active optical media, characterized by nonlinear susce
bility. Usually, such nonlinearities are small, or masked
the concurrent absorption processes. Only recently,
methods based on dark atomic resonance and electro
netically induced transparency@6# have been suggested
strongly enhance nonlinearity while suppressing absorpt
The possibility of such giant nonlinearities renewed the
terest for optical quantum technology, as it opens new p
spectives to build single-photon quantum logic gates.

In this paper, we devote our attention to the preparation
any chosen superposition of the vacuum and the one-pho
statesa0u0&1a1u1&. This is the simplest state of light tha
carries a complete phase information, and, in turn, it rep
sents the simplest example of an optical qubit. Remarka
this is a low-energy-expense encoding of quantum inform
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tion, as it requires, on average, less than one photon for e
qubit. In particular, for the conventional computational ba
uc6&51/A2@ u0&6u1&], i.e., for balanced superposition, ha
a photon for each qubit is required.

Different methods have been discussed with the purp
of engineering superpositions of radiation states. Mos
these are in the context of cavity QED, since the interact
with atoms passing through the cavity allows us to sel
specific components of an initial signal@7#. More recently,
an all-optical device, based a ring cavity coupled to the s
nal through a Kerr medium, has been suggested to rea
Fock filtering, and thus preparation of superpositions@8#. In
addition, a conditional scheme based on beam splitters
conditional zero counters has been suggested to produc
arbitrary superposition@9#, however without investigating
the effects of the imperfections of photodetectors. Finally
scheme to implement the optical state truncation@10# of a
coherent state has been proposed, which, in turn, is use
prepare superpositions. As we will see, this last setup co
sponds to a particular case of the present proposal.

The present scheme involves only linear optical eleme
and avalanche photodetectors, and therefore it should be
alizable with current technology. In essence, it consists
two Mach-Zehnder interferometers arranged such that on
the outputs from the first one is then used as input for
second one. The first MZ is fed by a one-photon sta
whereas the second is fed by a weak coherent state.
output states of the second interferometers are then m
sured, and the conditional output state from the first M
turns out to be a superposition of the vacuum and one-pho
states. The amplitudes for the two components can be tu
by varying the internal phase shifts of the two interfero
eters and the amplitude of the coherent input.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section
scheme is presented and its dynamics is evaluated. Then
ideal conditional output state is calculated for the case o
perfect photodetection process. In Sec. III we take into
count the imperfections of realistic photodetectors, and st
their effects on the preparation of the superposition. In
literature two models of photodetectors~PDs! have been em-
ployed. In the first, which we use throughout the paper, i
assumed that PDs are only able to check, with a certain
©2000 The American Physical Society13-1
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ficiency, whether or not photons are present. This is a r
able description of customary avalanche photodetectors,
we refer to this asYES/NO photodetection. In the secon
model, PDs are still affected by nonunit quantum efficien
but now they are able to discriminate among the numbe
incoming photons, thus acting as photocounters. This
scription does not yet correspond to available PDs, as
evidence of detectors capable of discriminating between
presence of, say,n and n11 photons for a genericn has
been reported. The photocounter model has been somet
used in the literature on conditional measurements, for
stance in Ref.@10#, and this led to the conclusion tha
schemes are reasonably insensitive to the detectors’ in
ciency. In general, this is no longer true when the realis
features of avalanche photodetectors are taken into acco
On the other hand, we will show that the present sche
offers a working regime in which the use ofYES/NO detec-
tors is enough to assure the reliable preparation of any c
sen superposition. Finally, Sec. IV closes the paper by
cussing and summarizing results.

II. CONDITIONAL DOUBLE INTERFEROMETRY

The scheme we have in mind is the conditional dou
interferometer depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of two Mac
Zehnder interferometers in cascade, in a way that causes
of the output signals from the first one to constitute one
the input signals for the second one. The three field mo
involved in the setup are denoted bya,b, andc, whereas the
BS’s are symmetric beam splitters. We also assume
equal and opposite phase shifts, denoted byu1 and u2, re-
spectively, are imposed in the arms of each interferom
~see Fig. 1!. We assume that the two interferometers are b
with identical balanced beam splitters, and this means

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the conditional interferomet
setup for the preparation of any chosen superpositiona0u0&
1a1u1& of the vacuum and one-photon states. The BS are iden
balanced beam splitters, whereasDb and Dc denote two identical
avalanche photodetectors. The first stage consists of a M
Zehnder interferometer fed by a one-photon state in modeb. Then,
one of the outputs from the first interferometer is used as an inpu
the other one, whose second port~mode c) is excited in a weak
coherent state. Both the output modes from the second interfe
eter are detected by avalanche photodetectors, and depending
observed result we obtain a different conditional output state in
modea ~denoted byOUT in the picture!. The event of recording
one photon in one of the photodetectors~eitherDb or Dc) and no
photons in the other one corresponds to the preparation of a su
position of the vacuum and one-photon states. The relative wei
of the two components may be tuned by varying either the inte
phase shiftsu1 and u2 or the amplitudeugu of the coherent input,
whereas the phase of superposition equals the argument argg.
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they are fully characterized by the value of the intern
phase-shift between their arms. The first interferometer is
by a one-photon state in the modeb, whereas the other port
corresponding to modea, is left unexcited. After this first
stage the photon has a nonzero amplitude of being in b
the output paths, whereas the values of such amplitudes
determined by the internal phase shiftu1. The output modeb
is then mixed with modec, prepared in a weak coherent sta
ug&, and they are both detected at the output of the sec
interferometer. Depending on the result of the measureme
we have differentconditional output states for the outpu
modea of the first interferometer. In particular, we will se
that any chosen superpositiona0u0&1a1u1& of the vacuum
and one-photon states can be prepared with nonzero co
tional probability.

The evolution operator of each interferometer can be w
ten as

V̂MZ~u!5V̂BSexp$ iu~a†a2b†b!%V̂BS
† , ~1!

where

V̂BS5expH i
p

4
~a†b1b†a!J ~2!

denotes the evolution operator of a symmetric beam split
Equation~1! can be written as

V̂MZ~f!5expH i
p

2
b†bJ exp$2 if~a†b1b†a!%

3expH 2 i
p

2
b†bJ , ~3!

which shows that a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is equi
lent to a single beam splitter BSf of transmissivity t
5sin2f, wheref5u/2, preceded and followed by rotation
of p/2 performed on one of the two modes@11#. After
straightforward algebra, one may write the evolution ope
tor of the whole device as

Û~f1 ,f2!5expH i
p

2
b†bJ exp$ if2~b†c1c†b!%

3exp$ if1~a†b1b†a!%expH 2 i
p

2
b†bJ .

~4!

The overall input state can be written as

uC IN&5u0&au1&bug&b , ~5!

whereas using Eq.~4! we obtain the expression for the ove
all output,
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OPTICAL QUBIT BY CONDITIONAL INTERFEROMETRY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 033813
uCOUT&5Û~f1 ,f2!uC IN&

5cosf1u1&aug cosf2&bug sinf2&c

1sinf1sinf2u0&ab†ug cosf2&bug sinf2&c

2sinf1cosf2u0&aug cosf2&bc†ug sinf2&c .

~6!

We are now ready to analyze the effect on the modea of a
measurement performed on the output modesb and c. For
the moment let us assume that the generic measuremen
quantityX on theb mode andY on thec mode is performed;
we also assume that the two quantities are independen
each other. The measurement is thus described by a fa
ized probability operator measure~POM! P̂5P̂x^ P̂y ,
where x and y denote the possible outcomes for the tw
quantities. The POMs are positive~hence self-adjoint! opera-
tors. If X andY denote the spaces of the possible outcom
the normalization conditions can be written as (Î denotes the
identity operator!

E
X
dxP̂x5 Î, E

Y
dyP̂y5 Î.

The probability of the event (x,y) is given by the global
trace over the three modes

Pxy5Trabc@ uCOUT&^COUTuP̂x^ P̂y#, ~7!

whereas the correspondingconditional output state for the
modea is given by the partial trace

%̂xy5
1

Pxy
Trbc@ uCOUT&^COUTuP̂x^ P̂y#. ~8!

Actually, different measurements onb andc lead to different
conditional output states, and since some events are m
likely to occur than others, so are the corresponding con
tional output states. In the following we consider the me
surement of the photon number, and in particular we fo
our attention on the case of a single photon recorded in
of the output modes, and no photons recorded in the o
one. In order to establish notation, we assume that the ph
is recorded in the output modeb. However, the results ar
valid also for the case of a photon registered in the modc,
up to ap/2 shift in the internal phase shifts of the seco
interferometer.

The ideal measurement of the photon number on the
output modes is described by the POM,

P̂nk5un&bb^nu ^ uk&cc^ku, n,k50,1, . . . . ~9!

Therefore, the detection probability for the casen[1,k[0 is
equal to

P105 z^COUTu1&bu0&cz25e2ugu2@sin2f1 sin2f2

1ugu2 cos2f1 cos2f2#, ~10!
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and the conditional output state for the modea is given by

%̂105
1

P10
Trbc@ uCOUT&^COUTuu1&bb^1u ^ u0&cc^0u#

5
1

P10
@c00u0&^0u1c11u1&^1u1c01u0&^1u1c10u1&^0u#,

~11!

where

c005e2ugu2 sin2f1sin2f2 c115e2ugu2ugu2 cos2f1 cos2f2 ,
~12!

c015e2ugu2g sinf1 sinf2 cosf1 cosf2 , c105c01* ,

the star denoting complex conjugation. By looking at E
~12! it is easy to recognize that%̂10 is actually a pure state
%̂105uc10&^c10u, where

uc10&5
sinf1 sinf2u0&1g cosf1 cosf2u1&

Asin2f1 sin2f21ugu2 cos2f1 cos2f2

. ~13!

By varying the interferometric shifts and the amplitudeg of
the coherent inputc, we may achieve any chosen superpo
tion of the vacuum and the one-photon states. In particu
the internal phase shiftsf1 and f2, and the modulusugu,
govern the weights of the two components, whereas the r
tive phase equals the argument of the complex amplitudeg.

We notice that the truncation scheme of Ref.@10# is
equivalent to a particular case of our setup, correspondin
the balanced choicef15f25p/4. This is due, as mentione
above, to the fact that a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is s
stantially equivalent to a single beam splitter of transmiss
ity t5sin2 f. However, besides the fact that the prese
scheme offers additional degrees of freedom, the use o
interferometric setup has the specific advantage of a la
stability. It should be mentioned that the conditional sche
of @9# requires a smaller number of optical componen
however it also shows a smaller detection probability~see
below!, i.e., a lower efficiency in preparing superpositions

Remarkably, the superposition of Eq.~13! may be ob-
tained by different values off1 ,f2, andg, and this degree
of freedom can be used to maximize the corresponding
tection probability P10, i.e., the probability of the even
which leaves the state of the modea into the desired super
position. Let us consider, for example, the preparation o
generic balanced superposition

uc!&5
u0&1eiwu1&

A2
. ~14!

In order to reduce Eq.~13! to Eq. ~14!, we needw5argg
and ugu5tanf1 tanf2. The detection probability is then
given by

P10
! 52 sin2f1 sin2f2 exp@2tanf1

2 tanf2
2#. ~15!
3-3
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From Eq. ~15! we have that 0,P10
! &0.21, with the maxi-

mum value reached forf1[f2.0.715, corresponding to a
optimum amplitudeuguopt.0.755. However, the dependenc
of the detection probability onf1 and f2 is not dramatic,
such that there exists a sizeable region in which the detec
probability is aboveP10

! .20% ~see Fig. 2!. The use of two
conditional photodetectors in the present scheme results
larger detection probability compared to@9# @compare Eq.
~15! with Eq. ~18! of @9##.

As mentioned above, the symmetric case of a photon
tected in the output modec and no photons inb leads to an
equivalent result, up to the replacementf2→f21p/2. In
the formula we have

P015e2ugu2@sin2f1 cos2f21ugu2 cos2f1 sin2f2# ~16!

and

uc01&5
sinf1 cosf2u0&2g cosf1 sinf2u1&

Asin2f1 cos2f21ugu2 cos2f1 sin2f2

. ~17!

By comparing Eqs.~13! and~17! we also note that the scala
product between the two conditional output states is given

z^c01uc10& z2}sinf2 cosf2~sin2f12ugu2 cos2f1!,
~18!

which means that forugu5tanf1, and independently off2,
the two states are orthogonal~this also happens forf2
5pp/2,pPZ, and anyg and f1, but this case just corre
sponds to having one state in the vacuum and the other in
one-photon state!. In this regime, the scheme provides a r
liable source ~i.e., with P105P015exp$2tanf1

2%sin2f1,
which is larger than 20% in the region aroundf1.0.67) of
a quantum-optical computational basis.

Of course, it is now of interest to study whether or not t
superpositions of Eqs.~13! and ~17! may be obtained in a
realistic implementation of the setup. Since the schem
based on conditional measurements, the main concern sh

FIG. 2. Density plot of the conditional detection probabilityP10
!

for the preparation of the balanced superposition of Eq.~14!. The
maximum value (P10

! .21%) is reached forf1[f2.0.715, corre-
sponding to an optimum amplitudeuguopt.0.755. However, the de
pendence of the detection probability onf1 andf2 is not dramatic,
such as is apparent from the plot; there exists a sizeable regio
which the detection probability is aboveP10

! .20%.
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be with the photodetection process. Therefore, in the n
section we are going to take into account the imperfecti
of available photodetectors, in order to check the robustn
of the preparation scheme against the detectors inefficie

III. EFFECTS OF REALISTIC PHOTODETECTION

Light is revealed by exploiting the interaction with atom
or molecules. Each photon ionizes a single atom, and
resulting charge is then amplified to produce a measura
pulse. In practice, however, available photodetectors
hardly performing the ideal measurement of the photon nu
ber. Their performances, in fact, are limited by two ma
kinds of imperfections. On one hand, photodetectors are u
ally characterized by a quantum efficiency lower than un
which means that only a fraction of the incoming photo
lead to an electric pulse, and ultimately to a ‘‘count.’’ Som
photons are either reflected from the surface of the detec
or are absorbed without being transformed into elec
pulses. On the other hand, customary photodetectors inv
an avalanche process to transform a single ionization e
into a recordable pulse. This implies that it is very difficult
discriminate between the presence of a single photon or m
than one.

The outcomes from such a detector may be eitherYES,
which means a ‘‘click,’’ corresponding to any number
photons, orNO, which means that no photons have be
recorded. This kind measurement is described by a two-va
POM,

P̂N5 (
p50

`

~12h!pup&^pu, P̂Y5 Î2P̂N , ~19!

whereh is the quantum efficiency andÎ denotes the identity
operator. Indeed, for high quantum efficiency~close to unit!
P̂N approaches the projection operator onto the vacu
state, andP̂Y onto the orthogonal subspace.

The event of observing a click at the PD surveying t
output modeb ~i.e., Db , see Fig. 1!, and no photons atDc ,
is characterized by the probability

PYN@h,g,f1 ,f2#5Trabc@ uCOUT&^COUTuP̂Y^ P̂N#

5e2hugu2 sin2f2$12e2hugu2 cos2f2

1h sin2f1@e2hugu2 cos2f2

1cos2f2~hugu2 sin2f221!#%.

~20!

The corresponding conditional output state is

%̂YN5
1

PYN
Trbc@ uCOUT&^COUTuP̂Y^ P̂N#

5
1

PYN
@d00u0&^0u1d11u1&^1u1d01u0&^1u1d01* u1&^0u#,

~21!

in
3-4
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where the coefficients are given by~see Appendix A!

d115e2hugu2 sin2f2 cos2f1@12e2hugu2 cos2f2#,

d005e2hugu2 sin2f2 sin2f1@12~12h!e2hugu2 cos2f2

1h cos2f2~hugu2 sin2f221!#, ~22!

d015e2hugu2sin2f2hg sinf1sinf2 cosf1 cosf2 .

In general, the conditional output state%̂YN is no longer a
pure state. However, as we will see, there are regime
which %̂YN approaches the desired superposition. In orde
compare%̂YN with the ideal conditional outputuc10& we con-
sider the fidelityF5^c10u%̂YNuc10&. From Eqs.~6!, ~21! and
~22! we have

F@h,g,f1 ,f2#5
1

PYN

3
e2hugu2 sin2f2

sin2f1 sin2f21ugu2 cos2f1 cos2f2

3$ugu2 cos4f1 sin2f2~12e2hugu2 cosf2
2
!

12hugu2 sin2f1 sin2f2 cos2f1 cos2f2

1sin4f1 sin2f2@12~12h!e2hugu2 cos2f2

1h cos2f2~hugu2 sin2f221!#%. ~23!

Our goal is now to find regimes in which the fidelity of th
conditional output state is close to unit and, at the same ti
es

ffi

th

th
s

y
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the corresponding detection probabilityPYN does not vanish.
In particular, we are interested in the preparation of tho
superpositions where the amplitudes of the two compone
are of the same order, thus assuring that the state is far f
being just the vacuum or the one-photon state. This requ
ment roughly corresponds to the condition

sinf1 sinf2. cosf1 cosf2 , ~24!

whereas a fine tuning of the amplitude, as well as the ph
of the superposition, may be obtained by varying the co
plex amplitudeg of the coherent input. The condition in Eq
~24! is satisfied by two different working regimes of th
setup, i.e., by two different pairs of values of the intern
phase shifts. These are the balanced choicef15f25p/4
and the unbalanced onef1.0 f2.p/22f1, respectively.
In both cases, the general expression for the fidelity in
~23! may be considerably simplified, and the correspond
working regime discussed with some details.

A. The casef1Äf2ÄpÕ4

In the casef15f25p/4, the detection probability is re
written as

PYN@h,g,p/4,p/4#5e2(1/2)hugu2H 12e2(1/2)hugu2

1
1

2
hFe(1/2)hugu21

1

4
~hugu222!G J ,

~25!

and the fidelity
F@h,g,p/4,p/4#5
@422h1ugu2~21h!2#24e2(1/2)hugu2~12h1ugu2!

~11ugu2!@81h~hugu222!24e2hugu2/2~22h!#
. ~26!
ons

en
rent

nter
ca-

ng
au-

rs
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The detection probability shows relatively large valu
(PYN*50%) in a sizeable region~see Fig. 3! of the h
2ugu space, including also situations with low quantum e
ciency. Unfortunately, the fidelity of Eq.~26! is a rapidly
decreasing function of the coherent amplitude and, in
relevant region 0,ugu2&4, it is bounded by

FMAX ,
21ugu2~924e2ugu2/2!

~11ugu2!~ ugu21624e2ugu2/2!
. ~27!

This working regime is thus effective only forugu!1, cor-
responding to the preparation of superposition where
vacuum component is preponderant. Indeed, for balanced
perpositions (ugu.1) we have the boundF&93%. As we
will see in the following, this limitation can be overcome b
the unbalanced tuning of the internal phase shifts.
-

e

e
u-

Our analysis of the balanced scheme led to conclusi
that are in contrast with those of Ref.@10#, where, as men-
tioned in Sec. II, a formally equivalent scheme has be
used. The reason for this disagreement stays in the diffe
models employed to describe the photodetection process~see
Appendix B!. Actually, as far as we know, theYES/NO
model used here is more realistic than the photocou
model used there, as, in fact, no evidence of detectors
pable of discriminating between the number of incomi
photons has been reported. We should conclude that the
thors’ hope of ‘‘reasonable insensitivity’’ to the detecto
inefficiency@10# is not yet realized with current technology

B. The casef1¶0,f2¶pÕ2Àf1

In the casef1.0,f2.p/22f1, the detection probability
is given by
3-5
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MATTEO G. A. PARIS PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 033813
PYN@h,g,f1.0,f2.p/22f1#

.e2hugu2@hugu2 cos2f21h sin2f1#

.hf1
2~11ugu2!exp@2hugu2#, ~28!

and the fidelity

F@h,g,f1.0,f2.p/22f1#.12
1

2
f1

2~22h!. ~29!

Remarkably, the fidelity is now independent of the amplitu
of the coherent input, and can be made arbitrarily close
unity by choosing a smaller value forf1. The price to pay
for this result is a lower value of the detection probabili
namely a lower efficiency of the preparation scheme. Ho
ever, the resulting probability is still large enough to ma
the scheme an effective source of superposition states. A
example, let us considerf1 such that sin2f15cos2f2.0.01.
In this case, we obtain a very high value of the fidelityF
.99%, and yet a detection probability given byPYN.1%
~almost independently of the quantum efficiency!. More gen-
erally, we can substitute Eq.~28! in Eq. ~29! to write

F.12
22h

2h~11ugu2!
ehugu2PYN . ~30!

Equations~28!, ~29!, and ~30! assure that a reliable gener
tion of the desired superposition is achievable~with nonva-
nishing probability! also for low quantum efficiency at pho
todetectors.

C. Balanced superpositions

We end the section by illustrating the performance of
setup in preparing the special class ofexactlybalanced su-
perpositions of Eq.~14!. The requirement for equal ampl
tudes readsugu5tanf1 tanf2. By substitution in Eqs.~20!
and ~21! we obtain the detection probability and the corr
sponding conditional output state. We do not show here

FIG. 3. Performances of the setup with a realistic description
the photodetectors: the case of balanced choice for the inte
phase shifts. The figure shows the detection probabilityP10 ~on the
left! and fidelity F to the desired superposition~on the right! as a
function of the intensity of the input coherent state for differe
values of the quantum efficiency of the photodetectors. In both p
we have, from bottom to top,h520% ~solid line!, 40%,60%,80%,
and 100%.
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to
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resulting expressions, which are rather cumbersome. Inst
in Fig. 4, we report the behavior of both the fidelity and t
detection probability, as a function of the internal pha
shifts for two values of the quantum efficiency at the pho
detectors. As is apparent from the plots, there always exis
region in which the fidelity is very close to unity and yet th
detection probability is larger than 10%. Therefore, for b
anced superpositions, the performances with realistic de
tors do not substantially differ from that obtained in the ide
working regime discussed in Sec. II.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a method to prepare supe
sition of the vacuum and one-photon states, which is ba
on linear optical components and conditional photodetect
Recently, two papers@9,10# appeared on similar subjects an
a comparison is in order. In Ref.@10# a scheme to implemen
the so-called optical state truncation of a coherent state
been proposed, which, in turn, is used to prepare superp
tions. In Ref.@9# a scheme based on the alternate applicat
of coherent displacement and a creation operator has b
suggested, which is suitable for preparing any trunca
single-mode state of the field when a set ofN (N being the
Fock space truncation dimension! conditional detectors reg
isters no photons.

The main difference of the present scheme when co
pared with that of the above papers is twofold. On one ha
here an interferometric setup is employed, whereas in b
the above papers a set of beam splitters has been used
terferometric schemes have some advantages in prepa
any desired superposition of the vacuum and one-pho
states. In fact, for a precise determination of the conditio
amplitudes, a precise knowledge of the transmissivity para
eters is needed, and moreover, one should be able to
their values accurately. This can be easily done in an in
ferometric setup~since it corresponds to vary the intern
phase shifts!, which is also balanced by construction an
therefore robust to losses in the constituent optical elem
@12#. On the contrary, tuning at will the transmissivity of
beam splitter is a difficult task. Moreover, in this case flu
tuations cannot be balanced. A specific advantage of
present scheme when compared to that of@9# is the use of
two conditional photodetectors, which results in a larg

f
al

t
ts

FIG. 4. Performances of the setup with a realistic description
the photodetectors: preparation of balanced superpositions. The
ure shows the detection probabilityP10 and the fidelityF to the
desired superposition as a function of the internal phase shiftsf1

and f2 for unit quantum efficiency~on the left! and for h550%
~on the right!.
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overall detection probability, i.e., a greater efficiency of t
preparation process.

The second difference is more relevant, since the aim
any preparation scheme is to be realistically implemente
a laboratory. Indeed, we took into account the imperfecti
of realistic photodetectors, and we study in detail their
fects on the preparation of the superposition. In Ref.@9# only
the ideal case of perfect photodetection has been consid
whereas the photocounter model used in Ref.@10# cannot be
considered a realistic treatment, since no detectors capab
reliably discriminating between the number of incomi
photons are currently implemented.

A further point to be discussed concerns the detection
the qubit. In fact, in order to read out information from a
optical qubit we have to discriminate between the vacu
and the presence of a photon. This issue is also of interes
conditional detection schemes by themselves~as the presen
paper and Refs.@9,10#! and for experiments involving the
measurement of coincidence rates. As a matter of fact,
lanche photodetectors are characterized by an active
window in which they are ready to register, with a give
quantum efficiency, the arrival~or not! of a photon. In order
to reveal the qubit, this time window should be matched w
the duration of the optical pulse carrying the informatio
Any mismatch results in the detector not ‘‘seeing’’ the ent
pulse, and therefore in a reduced detection probability. H
ever, the present scheme is robust to this kind of misma
since it only corresponds to a reduced quantum efficienc
the YES/NO photodetection process.

In conclusion, we have analyzed a linear, conditional,
terferometric setup to prepare any chosen superpos
a0u0&1a1u1& of the vacuum and one-photon states. It co
sists of a three-port double interferometer fed by a o
photon state and a coherent state. The scheme involves
linear optical elements and avalanche photodetectors,
therefore should be of interest from the point of view of t
experimental realization. In principle, i.e., in the case o
perfect photodetection process, the setup can be used to
erate any chosen superposition with a conditional probab
about 20%. The imperfections of photodetectors have b
taken into account, and their effects have been analyze
detail. An optimal working regime has been found, in whi
output states arbitrarily close to the desired superposition
obtained with nonvanishing conditional probability. Typic
values for the fidelity are aboveF>99%, with conditional
probability aboutP.1%. For the relevant case of balanc
superposition, the detection probability may be increased
a fine-tuning of the amplitude of the coherent input. In th
case, the performances of the setup are approaching the
working regime.
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APPENDIX A: CONDITIONAL DENSITY MATRIX FOR
REALISTIC PHOTODETECTION

Starting from Eqs.~6!, ~8!, and~19! we have

d115cos2f1^buP̂Yub&^duP̂Nud&,
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d005sin2f1@sin2f2^bubP̂Yb†ub&^duP̂Nud&

1cos2f2^buP̂Yub&^ducP̂Nc†ud&

2sinf2 cosf2~^buP̂Yb†ub&^ducP̂Nud&1^bubP̂Yub&

3^duP̂Nc†ud&!#,
~A1!

d015sinf1 cosf1~sinf2^buP̂Yb†ub&^duP̂Nud&

1cosf2^buP̂Yub&^duP̂Nc†ud&!,

whereb5g cosf2 and d5g sinf2. Let us denote byuz& a
generic coherent state with complex amplitudezPC. Then
by using the definition~19! of the POM$P̂N ,P̂Y% we have

^zuP̂Nuz&5exp$2huzu2%,

^zuaP̂Nuz&5z~12h!exp$2huzu2%, ~A2!

^zuaP̂Na†uz&5~12h!@11uzu2~12h!#exp$2huzu2%,

and

^zuP̂Yuz&512^zuP̂Nuz&,

^zuaP̂Yuz&5z2^zuaP̂Nuz&, ~A3!

^zuaP̂Ya†uz&511uzu22^zuaP̂Na†uz&.

Eventually, upon inserting Eqs.~A2! and ~A3! in Eq. ~A1!,
we arrive at the expression~22! for the coefficients of the
conditional output state.

APPENDIX B: MODELING DETECTORS AS
PHOTOCOUNTERS

By modeling a detector as a photocounter, we assume
it is able to discriminate among pulses of different amp
tudes, ideally corresponding to the different number of
corded photons. Actually, the number of ‘‘clicks’’ cannot b
the number of incoming photons, as the photocounte
characterized by a nonunit quantum efficiencyh. The POM
describing the measurement is given by a Bernoulli con
lution of the ideal photon-number POMP̂n5un&^nu. In the
formula, we have

P̂n
h5 (

k5n

`

hn~12h!k2nS k

nD uk&^ku. ~B1!

Therefore, compared to the picture of detectors as avalan
photodetectors, we have that the operator probability for
vacuum detection is the same, i.e.,P̂N5P̂0

h , whereas for the
case of a single click

P̂1
h5

h

12h (
k51

`

k~12h!kuk&^ku. ~B2!

Equations~A3! are now transformed into
3-7
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^zuP̂1
huz&5huzu2e2huzu2,

^zuaP̂1
huz&5huzu2e2huzu2@11uzu2~12h!#, ~B3!

^zuaP̂1
ha†uz&5huzu2e2huzu2@113uzu2~12h!1uzu4

3~12h!#,

which leads to a detection probability given by

P10
h 5h@sin2f1 sin2f21ugu2 cos2f2~12h sin2f1!#

~B4!

and to a conditional output state whose coefficients are
pressed as

d115hugu2 cos2f1 cos2f2 ,

d005h sin2f1@sin2f21ugu2~12h!cos2f2#, ~B5!

d015h sinf1sinf2 cosf1 cosf2@112ugu2~12h!cos2f2#.
h
n.

cu
.

.

03381
x-

For the balanced settingf15f25p/4 we have P10
h

5h/4@11ugu2(22h)# and

d115
ugu2

11ugu2~22h!
,

~B6!

d005d015
11ugu2~12h!

11ugu2~22h!
.

Finally, the fidelity is given by

F@h,g#512
ugu4~12h!

~11ugu2!@11ugu2~22h!#
, ~B7!

which is the result reported in Ref.@10#. The fidelity of Eq.
~B7! varies in the range 5/6<F<1 as a function of the quan
tum efficiency at the photodetectors.
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